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► Open System 
Automated Logic is built upon 
the foundation of the ASHRAE 
135 BACnet Open Protocol 
and BTL certified hardware 
and software.  This enables 
ALC WebCTRL to seamlessly 
integrate with 3rd party devices 
& systems, providing enterprise-
wide facility management.

► WebCTRL Software 
Industry leading powerful 
and highly intuitive GUI 
platform.  WebCTRL comes 
standard with an unlimited user 
license, ASHRAE Guideline 36 
compliance + significant built-in 
energy savings capabilities, and 
live graphical programming.

► Lowest Cost of 
Ownership 
The Automated Logic system is 
designed with many cost saving 
features - built-in energy savings 
routines, analytics and robust 
actionable data resources that 
provide the highest level of energy 
and facility optimization on the 
market today.
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ALC's commitment to BACnet, 
BTL (BACnet Testing Laboratory) 
compliance, and support of proprietary 
and non-proprietary protocols make 
it the optimal platform for seamless 
integration with 3rd party devices 
and systems via BACnet, Modbus, 
and other proprietary protocols.  
The powerful WebCTRL open platform 
provides your facility the only tool 
you need for communication with 
all building systems, giving facility 
managers an array of tools to bring 
disparate systems to a single seat 
interface.
COMPETITION
ALC was one of the original adopters 
of BACnet, starting in 2001.  The vast 
majority of our competitors in the 
BAS industry resisted implementing 
the open protocol BACnet solution to 
continue holding their clients hostage 
to proprietary protocols. Proprietary 
systems penalize users who prefer to 
switch to or upgrade to open source 
systems.

ALC is universally recognized as the 
easiest to use and most powerful GUI 
on the market today.  Features such as 
high-resolution graphics developed 
by graphic artists, thermographic 
floor plans, hierarchical scheduling, 
sophisticated alarm management, 
live logic pages, trending of all points 
(up to 30 years), custom reports, 
environmental index, and time-lapse – 
all standard features - provide users with 
an extensive array of simple to use tools 
to manage their facility.
COMPETITION
Many of our competitors require you to 
pay significant extra dollars just to meet 
the standard features of WebCTRL.  Any 
features such as thermographic floor 
plans, environmental index, and time-
lapse are not supported.

ALC comes with built-in energy savings 
routines, including demand setpoint 
adjustment, supply air/water reset, DCV, 
static pressure optimization, and chiller 
optimization. These features help lower 
utility costs, extend equipment life, and 
minimize repairs. Simple to use tools 
identify and correct problems before 
they become more costly catastrophic 
equipment failures. 
COMPETITION 
Can require mandatory Software 
Maintenance Agreements, license 
fee for each seat/user, high cost of 
implementing energy conservation 
measures, as well as tens of thousands 
in additional software costs to provide 
the same features that are standard 
within WebCTRL.


